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SI-1 Hilbert Transform versus EMD method

We considered using the EMD method for being a more direct and easier calculation

over the Hilbert transform, also to implement in our Fortran code. The advantages

and limitations of using the EMD techniques over the Hilbert transform are widely de-

scribed by the original author in Huang et al. (2008), for non linear and non-stationary

data. In the mentioned work, the EMD appears to be a better choice, as the Hilbert

Transform is shown to be unstable whenever the value of the signal amplitude is small

or changes abruptly with time, and also it is considered inaccurate when the data vio-

late the conditions imposed by the Bedrosian and Nutall theorems. Nevertheless, we

have tested both methodologies, obtaining similar results for the calculation of the Di-

rect Quadrature (DQ), for our type of data. As an example, the Figures SI-1.1 shows a

trace filtered between [1-1.5] Hz, the calculation of the DQ with the Hilbert Transform

(using the hilbert function from in Matlab) and the DQ result numerically programmed

with the EMD method. This works also when the trace is filtered between [4-4.5] Hz,

shown in Figure SI-1.2.

SI-2 Modified instantaneous phase function

The success of the instantaneous phase misfit over the rest of the functions presented

in our work, lays on the modification made over the arctangent function, taking the

absolute value of the DQ. This is an original contribution of this work. We show

three different plots where we compared differences between the normal and modified

instantaneous phase:

• In Fig. SI-2.3 we show an example of trace with the calculation of the nor-

mal instantaneous phase (panel-a) and the modified one (panel-b). The modified
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instantaneous phase has a triangular-shape and presents no jumps between the

limits of the principal value.

• The Fig. SI-2.4 shows the instantaneous phase difference for the normal (panel-

a) and modified instantaneous phase (panel-b) for true and synthetic data.

• The figure SI-2.5 (with low frequency in the data) show plots in which the con-

ventional (a-b) and the modified version (c-d) are compared. It can be seen that

the natural phase function has lower resolution compared to the modified instan-

taneous phase when there is low frequency information, and it fails at inverting

data with lack of low frequencies.

SI-3 Constraints for the CCTT function

We show in Figure SI-3.1 the inversion results for the CCTT objective function, de-

pending on the constraints applied to find the proper travel-time shift τ . We refer by

“constraint 1“ to the restriction described in the Equation (20), |t| ≤ 2T
o
, and by “con-

straint 2“ to the condition given by Equation (21), τi := min (|τi−1 − τi|). This exam-

ple was done for the data with low frequency content (easiest case scenario), where the

starting frequency for the inversions is 1 Hz. When no restrictions are applied over the

τ search domain, it is not possible to invert the data. When constraints are applied inde-

pendently the results are not satisfactory (a- or b-panel). The inversion result improves

when both constraints to find the proper τ are applied together (c-panel).

SI-4 Logarithmic envelope objective function

In our work, we kept the non-logarithmic version to compare in an equal manner with

the rest of the misfit functions proposed, to be all of them least square-based. Nev-

ertheless, we have also implemented and tested the logarithmic version as it appears

advantageous to use based on Chi et al. work. In our tests, the logarithmic version

behaves similar to the least-square envelope function:

• In Fig. SI-4.1 we compare the true and synthetic envelope (left panel) and the

misfits for the least square and logarithmic envelope (right panel), for an specific

receiver.

• In Fig. SI-4.2 we show the results of (a) least square and (b) logarithmic envelope

when the starting frequency is 1 Hz, and in the lower panels (c) and (d) the same
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for an starting frequency of 4 Hz. As our main goal is the robustness of the

objective function for data with lack of low frequencies, we have not taken into

account the logarithmic envelope function as our tests with it are not promissing.

SI-5 Shot Gather results

We show the shot gather results for the different tests and for the first shot which is

located at 1 km distance. For a better visualisation of the shot gathers, a low pass filter

is applied at 8 Hz.

• The results related to the absence of low frequencies, for each objective function,

are presented from Figures SI-5.1 to SI-5.5. Each of these figures contain three

columns; the first column shows the true shot gather and the second and third

column show the obtained synthetic shot gather for data with low frequencies

and absence of low frequencies, respectively.

• The results for the test on hybrid strategies are presented only for the success-

full strategies which are [I.Phase+Waveform] (Fig. SI-5.6), [CCTT+Waveform]

(Fig. SI-5.7) and [CCTT+I.Phase] (Fig. SI-5.8).

• To finalise, the results for the successfull strategies with noise are presented for

the single strategy I. Phase (Fig. SI-5.9), and for the hybrid strategies [I.Phase+Waveform]

(Fig. SI-5.10), [CCTT+Waveform] (Fig. SI-5.11) and [CCTT+I.Phase] (Fig. SI-

5.12).
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Figure SI-1.1: Black line: trace filtered [1-1.5] Hz. Blue line: direct quadrature ob-
tained with the Hilbert Transform. Red points: direct quadrature obtained with the
EMD method.
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Figure SI-1.2: Black line: trace filtered [4-4.5] Hz. Blue line: direct quadrature ob-
tained with the Hilbert Transform. Red points: direct quadrature obtained with the
EMD method.
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Figure SI-2.3: Black line: trace. Dashed red line: a) natural phase and b) modified
phase.
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Figure SI-2.4: Dashed black line: phase difference for a) the natural phase and for b)
the modified phase.

Figure SI-2.5: Inversion using the natural phase for low frequency content (a) and lack
of low frequencies (b). Inversion using the modified phase for low frequency content
(c) and lack of low frequencies (d).
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Figure SI-3.1: Inversion for the CCTT function with starting frequency 1 Hz applying
(a) constraint 1, (b) constraint 2, (c) constraint 1+2.
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Figure SI-4.1: Left panel: comparison of true and synthetic envelopes. Right panel:
comparison of the least-square and logarithmic envelope misfits.

Figure SI-4.2: Upper panels: inversion results with data containing low frequencies
(starting frequency is 1Hz) for the least-square envelope (a-panel) and logarithmic en-
velope (b-panel) objective functions. Lower panels: inversion results with data with
absence of low frequencies (starting frequency is 4Hz) for the least-square envelope
(c-panel) and logarithmic envelope (d-panel) objective functions.
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Figure SI-5.1: Results for the Waveform function. True reference shot and obtained
results for starting frequencies, 1 Hz and 4 Hz.

Figure SI-5.2: Results for the NIM function. True reference shot and obtained results
for starting frequencies, 1 Hz and 4 Hz.
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Figure SI-5.3: Results for the I. Envelope function. True reference shot and obtained
results for starting frequencies, 1 Hz and 4 Hz.

Figure SI-5.4: Results for the I. Phase function. True reference shot and obtained
results for starting frequencies, 1 Hz and 4 Hz.
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Figure SI-5.5: Results for the CCTT function. True reference shot and obtained results
for starting frequencies, 1 Hz and 4 Hz.

Figure SI-5.6: Results for the [I.Phase + Waveform] hybrid strategy. True reference
shot and result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.
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Figure SI-5.7: Results for the [CCTT + Waveform] hybrid strategy. True reference shot
and result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.

Figure SI-5.8: Results for the [CCTT + I.Phase] hybrid strategy. True reference shot
and result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.
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Figure SI-5.9: Results with noise for the I. Phase strategy. True reference shot and
result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.

Figure SI-5.10: Results with noise for the [I.Phase + Waveform] hybrid strategy. True
reference shot and result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.
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Figure SI-5.11: Results with noise for the [CCTT + Waveform] hybrid strategy. True
reference shot and result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.

Figure SI-5.12: Results with noise for the [CCTT + I.Phase] hybrid strategy. True
reference shot and result for starting frequency, 4 Hz.


